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I. The Life of lUdington as a. Source of Poetic Material 
The life of Richard Aldington furnishes some apparent explan-
. I 
ation of the type of poetry he writes. He was born in 1892 
in Hampshire, England~ of well-to-do middle-class English 
parents. His education was the usual one .for children of 
his class and in addition he was for several years at Dover 
College and a year or more at London University. He began 
his career as a writer at fifteen, sure even then of the work 
he wanted to do. His first poems appeared when he was 
seventeen. 
His marriage to "H. D."' took place in 1913. Two years later 
Images Old and New was published. Is this volume the re·sul t 
of her influence ? Aldington himself disclaims all connectio~ 
with the poetry "revolution of 1912"' (Imagism?) although he 
was soon recognized as one of the leaders among the Imagists. 
Or was Ezra Pound, who helped him secure the position as 
literary editor of the Egoist, in any sense a cause for the 
form A.ldington's poetry took ? 
Three years in the infantry, first as ,a soldier and then as 
an officer, gave him the necessary background :t'ol' Images of 
War. Enforc.ed retirement to the country because i)'f war-
shattered nerves followed. Finally a busy career as a trans-
lator :from French, Italian, Greek, and Latin makes what seems 
a plausible explanation for sueh poems as The Eaten Heart 
1. Living Authors p.3 
2. Poems of Richard Aldington~ Introduction, p. XIII 
and :for the obscure references that are so reminiscient of 
Browning. 
II. His Poetic Ideals 
A. poet, then, is what Aldington planned to be. Has he 
accomplished what he intended ? As his contemporaries we 
must leave the final answer of that question to others and 
merely measure his work as well as we ean by accepted stan-
dards or poetry and by his own ideals. 
In his introduction to his complete edition~ The Poems or 
Ric·hard Aldington, 1934; he sets forth quite de:fini tely what 
he considers poetry to be. After disclaiming any part in the1 
"revolution of 1912", he says: "There are two sorts of origin-
ality, the conscious and the unconscious. The:' lfi'ormer consists 
in doing "for the first time something nobody else has thought 
of, which anybody oan imitate. The latter consists in doing 
something which nobody else can do, and that is inimitable. tt 
And he goes on to say that he does not believe in the conscious 
originality, nor that poetry is a matter of' technique, conside~ 
ing rather that true technical skill is unobstrusive. How 
different this sounds from the credo or the Imagists% 
Nor does he believe in the fallacious highbrow attitude toward 
poetry, In this connection he defines h~ghbrow, when used to 
denote a certain pretentious intellectual type as follows: 
"First he is one who through some defect o:f the soul values the 
ter of kno . 
1. Poems of Richard Aldington, Introduction, p. XIII-XV 
2 
terribly overanxious to be sure that he is 'admiring the right 
thing' and by the 'right thing' he really means whatever is 
approved by the little group to which he ha:ppem.s to belong. 
Third, he is one who falsely thinks himself superior to other 
men and women merely on the grounds stated above; the intellect 
ual snob." But Aldington pl"'efers highbrow classification to 1 
lowbrow on the ground that " an elite does exist" although "all 
parade of erudition is abhorrent to me." . 
Poetry, Aldington insists, is not purely intellectual but is 
sensuous and emotional as well. To prove his point, he refers 
to Shakespeare, and finds there also proof for his contention 
that these three qualities are pre.sent in varying proportions. 
Feeling and appeal to the senses he use·s as the distinguishing 
I 
mark between poetry, which is ttconcerned directly w.i th the life! 
of the senses and the feelings't, and philosophy, which is con-
cerned "With abstractions derived from themrr, although he ad-
mits poetry may have, perhaps even , must have, some philosophy 
in it. 
Here perhaps it is well to look at what he says on The Art of 
Poetry, published in the Dial for August, 1920. "I conclude, 
~herefore, that poetry is neither a means of ethical instruc-
tion, an after-dinner amusement, nor the lawful prey of snobs 
and dilettanti." And again he says: rr-poetry is something quit 
independent of verse-forms.n And later: "the germ of my 
conception of good writing and hence of poetry and of the 
Poems of Richard Aldington, Introduction, p • .XVII. 
Dial, August, 1920, p. 166 and p. 168 
'lyric utterance' is contained in these words of- Saint Beuve: 
'·The end and object of every original writer is to express what 
what nobody has express,ed, to render what nobody else is able to 
,, 
render'." 
"In other words, before a man can properly be called ~ poet, he 
must convince us that he can give us something no one else can 
give. It is not that we expect him to discover a wholly origin 
al content, ·which would probably be impossible. But we do ex~ 
pect a personal vision from him. I agree with Mr. Flint that 
the first qualities to look for in poetry are sincerity, per~­
sonality, and style. Sincerity does not mean that he must tell 
7, 
other people the truth; it means he must tell himself· the truth. 
"This sincerity is simply a piece of elementary justice to the 
orld in genera l and to reviewers in particulars; it. ia an exam-
ination of' self' to discover whether one really has anything 
orth saying, or in other words whether one has personality. 
he external mark of personality is style ............ Style is 
hinking, perceiving, and expressing oneself precisely and 
·ndividually. Without sincerity (fundamental brainwork) there 
s no personality; without personality, there is no style. And 
e may add , if there is no style, there is neither per'sonali ty 
or sincerity." '-
wo estimates of others are interesting in connection with 
ldington's concepts. First in The Poems of Richard Aldington 
31 
ublished in the English Review for May, 1921, May Sinclair says• 
• 2~ 
and p. 169 ial, August, 1920, p. 168 
I -
[ nglish Review, May, 1921, ~·.409 
4 
!"His style has no vices of i'antasy, of ec-centricity, or of 
iFbscuri ty, but always the clearness and directness of sincere 
Fpeech. " Later she says: ,.Technically he stands for freedom, 
[ reedom o:f subject, :freedom o:f :form and treatment, freedom :from 
cramping tradition and convention. He might not now subscribe 
o the manifesto of Imagism except so far as to defend the 
concrete image against the abstract word, but he would, I think, 
gree with ¥r· Flint's axiom: 'The test of personality is sin-
cerity, the test of sincerity is style, and the test of style 
is personality'." 
In contrast with this the comment of Paull F. Baum in his 
arttcle, Mr. Ric-hard Aldington, published in The South Atlantic 
~~=;....;;...;;.;..;:::;oo...~ April, 1929, is striking: "The sensual is a part of 
all passion but never rightly for its own sake;; ••••• there 
ust be :!'lame; not however as a consuming force but for its 
light and shadow, its warming and transmuting power, and here 
I Mr. Aldington's verse tends to betray its insincerity." ~~. 
Aldington's own comment on this criticism ought to be interesti 
To explain the source of his poetic material, Aldington says: ~ 
"But speaking from my own experience, I find it tora great 
extent similar to Mr. Housman's, in the sense the:t poetry (by 
hich I mean what I have sometimes dared to hope might be 
poetry) was not the result of self-conscious efi'ort, but seemed 
to occur quite spontaneously and mysteriously. There is a 
sensation that somebody else's voice has spoken. That is the 
moment of poetic ecstasy, which almost invariably occurs in a 
1. South 
2. Poems of' Richard Aldington, Introduction, P. XVI 
• 
mood of' what Wordsworth called 'wise passivity' -- all the rest 
is hard work ~· " 
Two other elements or poetry he calls reverence and the sense 
I 
of mystery. "By'reverence' I understand no false o:f af:Lected 
humility, but an intimate and spontaneous conviction that what 
is not me, 
ing than I 
what is. outside me., is far greater and more interest .!. 
am, although the only accOnn.tt i can give of' it is ho J 
. I 
it appears to me and through me. By the sense of mystery I 
understand the experience of certain places and times when one' il 
whole nature seems to be in touch with a presence~ a genius loc 
a potency." 
Briefly, Aldington believes in technique, properly subordinated 
in intellect, but only when combined with sense and feeling, in 
I 
greater or less degree as occasion demands, in sincerity with i s 
corollaries, personality and style, in an unexplained arul 
spontaneous source of inspiratimn, and in a something bigger . 
than himself, which he has a modern's dislike of mentioning at 
all but which, and this is increasingly apiJ-arent in his poems, 
he can't ignore. 
To conclude my summary or Aldington's ideas as expressed in 
his Introduction, . I will quot.e a part or his; conclusion:~ "I 
hope what I have written above does not sound pretentious ---
it is meant humbly enough. Everyone writing about poetry in 
the abstract tends to be a little solemn and pompous. And 
(it seems of'ten to be forgotten) a poet is one who produces. 
1. Poems of Richard Aldington, IntDoduction, p. XVII 
2~ The s ame p. XVIII 
6 
poems, not one who holds sound or original views about how 
poetry ought to be written. At all events, what I have writte 
here is intended only to indicate the sort of ideal at which I 
a.imed in attempting this most difficult and rare art. In no 
sense does this introduction claim that I have ever reached 
that ideal or anything near it •••••• I make no claim •••••• 
except that I have done my best and have tried not to be false 
to my ideals." And perhaps this straightforward, fearless sinl 
I 
cerity -- even though you sometimes feel him mistaken or delib-
erately fooling himself -- is his greatest appeal as a poet. 
Such, then, is his own case as he sees it. Has he been true 
to his ideals ? His poems reveal thought, or at least a 
trained intellect~ but is the essential thing feeling ? Do 
they appeal to the senses ? Are they sincere ? Do they 
reveal personality ? A.nd the answer is surely yes. Perhaps 
I should qualifY this with the comment that there is far more 
feeling than thought if we take the poems as a whole, even 
when they reveal a trained mind. The gradual development of 
thought is apparent without being painfully obvious, but the 
details of that can be taken up under his philosophy -- here 
it is necessary only to suggest the threefold personality as it 
is revealed in his thought, and as it shows a progressive it' 
somewhat overlapping development. First is the love of classi 
beauty with its clean-cut details-- the result presumably of 
his English university training and the desire for escape from 
situations, such a:s are revealed in Childhood. 
7 
In Poetry, December~ 1919, Mark Turbyfill, speaking of a new ed .. 
ition of Images, writes: "As the poet states in the preface to 
his latest work, War and Love, the poems in Images were the out· 
come of a 'spiritual struggle'. They were a sort of armor of' 
imagined beauty which the poet drew about himself as a protec-
tion against an unlovely environment. He ventured abroad in 
his world of' imagined beauty with sure footstep and a strong 
heart. But the reader who would follow him should be a robust 1 
esthete, lest he strangle in the rarefied atmosphere." 
Second is the passion, and in this is carried over that love 
of clear-cut detail -- passion there is but it is, never untidy, 
never uncontrolled in his mind, though it might be to the 
Puritanic mind. When I first read his poems, .there flashed 
through my mind the paradoxical phrase, reverent salaciousness, 
and I still think, paradoxical as it is, it fits. It is in-
teresting here to note what Alvah c. Besse says of him in ~he 
geview of Literature for July 29, 1933: "In his poetry, in his 
admirable translation, in his novel, Death of a Hero, the author 
has borne consistent witness to a quality he possesses in high I 
degree, a quality which those who do not poszess it are accus-
tomed to sneer at: passion. That his passion-- for life;.f'or ! 
what he believes to be the embodiments of truth and vital beau- 1 
ty -- is frequently misdirected and results in a curious dis-
tortion of his materials does not mimimize the sincerity of 
that passion by one jot." 
1. Poetry, December, 1919 p. 162 
2. The Saturday Review of Literature, July 29~ 1933 p. 
8 
hird is a stage of development I find hard to name -- i~ is 
characteristic ojly of a mature mind which has tried other 
'things -- the tendency to accept from knowledge, not tradition; 
the essential ideals of Christianity. App~rently the transitio 
tis not yet complete. Whether it ever will be or not can not 
even be guessed. And while these three stages suggest the 
development 0rf! his thought, far more do they show the develop-
ant of his feeling -- and his passion is revealed in distinct 
appeal to the senses. Sometimes it just misses being offensive 
appeal; at others it- is to pure beauty; will he develop a third, 
to a more spiritual type of beauty, which his work is just be-
ginning to suggest ? 
Is his work sincere -- yes, terribly so. I should consider his 
poems pretty worthless if it were not for his sincerity. At 
no time do I consider them great literature, -- nor even poetry 
that will last a moderate length of time but what will make it 
last, if anything~ is the fearless, steadf'ast spirit of the 
an~ standing for the highest he knows. at the time but unafraid 
to change once he is sure o~ the next step. And the result~ I 
think~ is as he suggests style, faint perhaps but still defini tel 
and essentially self-revealing. And toward the last is that 
occasional hint of' something definitely, mysteriously bigger 
than himself. 
The summing up of his poetic ideals will not be complete with-
oout 
11 
ut including the essentials points of Aldington' s Poetry of the 
lo,· "- "' ·-rn l-··•·' Y' ' v _ \.1 .!..J.-v.-!..1_ ~-L-L.l:_; 
ture, published in Poetry, August, 1919, and of Poetry and the 
Poetry, August; 1919 p. 266 
oetry, May, 1921 p.99 
9 
Modern Life in Poetry for May, 192:1. In Poetry of the Future 
Aldington writes: 1 ui do not know what form this poetry will 
take ••••••••• But I do know what form I should like it to take." 
"First of all, I want this poetry to be aristocratic, not in 
any trivial, monarchical, or plutocratic sense, but in the 
root sense, as the free equal citizens of a Greek republic were 
aristocrats. It must he the expression of distinguished minds 
in a distinguished manner. The republic of letters can have 
no Bolshevism; though all within its boundaries are equal, it 
cultivates good manners and at least avoids scrupulously those 
hose presumption leads them to assume a capability they 'do not 
1possess." 
"Secondly, I want this poetry to be human. There is no excuse 
~or affectations or prejudices or any sort of narrow-mindedness. 
want to see human nature expressed by people who are sensitive 
enough to sympathize with it and talented enough to express it." 
'Thirdly, I want this poetry to be competent •••••• I said before 
'Poetry has no rules'; but a poet must know how his predecessors 
. chieved their results, he must find out for himself how it was 
hat the poets he admires obtained the effects which move him. 
f he does nothing else, he will achieve the negative result of 
nowing what not to do." 
'Fourthly, I want this poetry to be'individual'. I want about i 
t that personal flavor which is a guarantee of sincerity." 
ugust,l919 
2. Tho same, May, lQR:I:· 
p. 266 & 268 
10 
ifthly, I should ll:ke to see this poetry develop along the 
ines which it has taken in the past few years I should like 
to see all the possibilities of vers libre explored and exploit-
ld; I should like to see it richer, more controlled, more 
shapely; I should like it to express all moods and emotions of 
en, the cities of today no less than the 'glory that was Greec-e 
he things that are steadfast as well as the things that fade. 
should like to see vers libre developed in competent hands 
nto a varied medium, as lovely as the old poetry was lovely, 
ut more virile; more essentially artistic. I should like also 
o have the capabilities of our language for the writing of 
l uantitative verse tested and experimented upoh by poets who are 
also musicians as the Elizabethans were.~ 
I . 
Ln Poetry and the Modern Li :fe he puts :forth the :following ideas :1 
"Man exists spiritually as he conceives of himself; and the 
odern world conceives of man, through a vague deceptive mist 
f 'soc-ial reform', as an animal which eats, drinks, is clothed, 
ravels~ and needs to be amused; add to this a little confused 
a little tepid 'religion' and a fair amount of 
ncient superstition revived as 'new thought' and you get a not 
too incorrect picture of the modern world and its motives. 
eep spiritual enthusiasm and energy, disinterested thought, 
' 
1 
fettered intelligence, profound culture, where will you find 
j combination of these essentials of poetry ?tt and again, "How 
r an poetry which is essentially order, affirmation, achievement, 
e created in an age, a milieu, of profound doubt and discourage 
ent 
• Poetry, M:ay 1921, p.99 & 100 
11 
"The essentialselements are lacking for without an intelligent, 
enlightened~ cultivated milieu each poet speaks into pandemonium,: 
oses himself in confusion or in egotism, in provincialism." 1 
' ldington certainly does not believe in flattering his audience. 
[How does he stand when compared with the ideals of others ? 
In rather arbitrary fashion I am going to compare him with the 
poets of three succeeding periods, or rather I should perhaps 
say with their standards'; first with Wordsworth, who said so 
uch in his Introduction to the Lyrical Ballads it ts difficult 
to choose an idea brief enough for consideration here. Perhaps 
these brief quotations will give some of his essential spoints 
ttpoetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feeling; it 
takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquillity; the 
emoti~n is contemplated, till; by a species ot reaction, the 
tranquillity gradually disappears~ and an emotion, killl.dred to 
that which was before the subject of contemplation~ is gradually 
produced, and does itself actually exist in the mind." And 
again he says "Aristotle, I have been told, has said, that 
poetry is the most philosophic of all writing: it is so: its 
object is truth, not individual and local; but general, and 
operative; not standing upon exsternal testimony, but carried 
alive into the heart by passion; truth which is its own testi-
mony, which gives competenceaand confidence to the tribunal to 
which it appeals, and receives them from the same tribunal. 
Poetry is the image of man and nature." 
1. Poetry, May, 1921 p. 100 
2. Wordsworth, Introduction to the Lyrical Ballads 
12 
Does Aldington measure up to these standards ? I think not, 
wholly. There is passion and a negative emotion, out he 
spends so much of his time denying that there is scarcely a 
chance for any positive emotion other than his pagan love of 
beauty, which I am quite sure \!.V:ordsworth did not include in 
the term 'powerful emotion'. Wordsworth insists on a purpose I 
-- a moral we might a.lmost say, or perhaps the newer term of 
· constructive criticism might be used. Aldington takes the 
usual attitude of post-Victorian critics, and tears Q.own -- sub-
stituting something which, while something may be said for it, 
is not quite good enough. It lacks reality. 
And as for"truth carried alive into the heart by passion" --
does Aldington tell us the truth ? The more I study his 
poetry, the more I am convinced he does not, or at least only 
a nar row and disillusioned bit of it. A nonsensical bit from 
I Oliphant Down's The Maker of Dreams seems to say it: "'She had 
beauty, she had form, but had she soul ?" That to me is where 
ldingt on fails: his poe.try has rhythm, has beauty of words, is 
about external beauty but lacks whateve·r it is- we mean by that 
·r ord soul, much abused because, while we recognizedits presence, 
r e can never define its limits nor its essence. A picture of 
man and nature -- no, only a snapshot of mood. 
l ( he second poet whom I have chosen to compare him with is 
ennyson, who says of The Poet:~ 
"Dowered with the hate of lllate, the scorn of scorn, 
The love of love" 
, 1. Cohen 1 s One Act Plays, 1934, p.lOO 
b. Tennyson The Poet 
13 
Aldington seems dowered with hate of war, with scorn of the 
dullness of middle-class English life, with love of sensual 
love only, but with that deep-reaching hate of all hate, scorn 
of all scorn, love of all love that makes the really great poet 
no. He is apparently a satirist and of necessity then 
would deal with the more trivial and more PraB.sJhgnt subjects 
and would overemphasiz.e the worthless and unimportant, sacrific-
ing exact truth for effect. Ji...nd he does gain effect i# those 
earlier poems. In the later ones, I question; is he really 
developing from a youthful satirist, through the stage of 
literary dilenttantism to something bigger. I think so but 
will he ever arrive, or has he, like so many of our poets, done 
his best work in his early years. T o quote Tennyson's Poet 
again: "He sa"W through lif'e and death, through good and ill 
He saw through his own soul. n-
He has not seen through life -- nor death nor his own soul 
he has merely met them and not liked them unless it be his 
own soul. There seems to be a trace of over-confidence in 
his poetry which not even the subjectiveness requisite to his 
chosen form can excuse. 
Now to compare with a poet of his own generation and roughly 
speaking, one of his own rank-- Robert Frost. · To me, Frost's 
definition of poetry is only Wordsworth's in modern, almost 
colloquial, speech: "A poem begins with a lump in the throat; 
a homesickness or a lovesickness. It is reaching-out toward 
expression; an effort to find fulfilment. A complete poem is 
14 
I 
I 
/ 
on.e where an emotion has found, its thought and the thought has 
found words.• His emotion has found words often but the inter 
. I 
mediate step of thought appears to have been omitted except in I 
the rarer and later oases, leaving only a pioture of desire; 1 
I 
can his poems, therefore, be oalled oOmplete poems ? No, not ! 
even by Jrost's more modern definition can I find. Aldington a 
great poet, a poet~ that is • 1n the larger sense. 
III. The Olassioal Influence in Ald1ngton's Poet;r 
I To what school of poetry does Al.d,1ngton• since he oonfessedly is 
not connected, with the poetry •revolution of 1912•, belong? 
The first impulse, sinoe there are eo many referenoes to Greek 
culture 1n his poems, is to oonsid,er h1m a olassioist. ~ 
what is a classicist ? Yrom the various definitions aooorded 
this word., 1n considering Ald.1ngton, two are needed: the one 
of the eighteenth centur.y writer, called variously classicist, 
neQI!otclassioist, or pseud0o8claasieist, whose outstanding 
characteristics were repressi6n of emotion and exaot form; and 
the one of the true classicist, if he ~ be called that, who 
is ~luenoed. directq by Greek and Latin models, not indirect-
1y by Prenoh ideas of them. 
In Ald.ington repression of emotion as far as that means the 
no~revelation of emotion certainly is not present, for we are 
conscious of emotion at all times even if we feel it foroecl 
and. wear,y at times, and if i~ is o~ the desire to esoape 
15 
backward into the Greek civilizat1.on. If, however, we take 
repression o"L emotion to JDean the presence o"L emotion but the 
/expression o"L it only 1.n the most suoc1.nct terms, then in that 
~ sense he may be oalled a olass1.o1st. He packs muoh in "Lew 
!words. In fact that is one of the outstand1ng beauties or 
jlh1s verse. Take "Lor inst,:noe one of his Epigrams,' 1few Love :J. 
lor the ending of June Rain or the last line of Inarticulate 
I . ~s Grie"L,oilYor the sea is the oey of sorrow. To these might be 
I 
I ~ 
/
added Reser!! a;d the startlingly brief and contrasting ending 
1of Trench Id7ll, •r shivered; 
I 
I 
I 
'It ' s rather oold here, sir, suppose we move?' j 
I Oombillled nth th1a suoo1notnesa 1s h1a ab1~1t;y :tor using the 
1vivid word-- or is tb1s quality !Dherent 1n the other ? In 
I 1 11 
1 June Rain, again, we find our e.xamplet~and 1n Papillons and at 
I the end of A Dresm 1n the Luxembouri: 1 I . 
•r stooped to the ground. , 
And with ~ finger-tip 
Took a t~ p1noh of dust 
And put it to fliT lips -
j It had a ver.y bitter taste.• 
I . 
Repression of ~otion with a classicist of the eighteenth oen• 
tuey often meant the ohoioe of andun1mportant . subject. I oan 
not feel Ald1Dgton guilty of that. Rather his emotion -~ his 
passion for living -- shows through his least 1mpo;ftant subjeot l 
1. ~oems of R1ohard Aldington, P•15; 2. p.l8; 3. p.59; • p.151; 
1. p.91; S. p.l97; Cf• p.,316 
I 
16 
an4 seem1Dgly connects it With the larger issues so closely 
that while we m~ feel it unimportant 1n itse1t it is not 4e~ 
tached and trivial. :ror examples of this, take In the ~be/ 
~ .3 . " Picket, Eros and Psyche , The Faun Sees Snow for the 1'irst Time -r 
-· . . 
s . b 
Ttme•s Changes, and April Lieder. Th1s repression of emotion 
and choice of the exaot word seems more oharaoteristio of his 
earlier work, but it m~ be oul7 seem1ng sinoe his long poems 
are a later development. 
Now let us look at what m~ be called the true olassioal . influ~ I 
enoe 1n Aldington' s poetry. This is a topic that can be cover"" 
ed far more quio~ and oonolusivel7 than man7 others. The 
repression of emotion and the· choice of tbe exaot word have been 
spoken of in the discussion of possible neo-olassic influence, 
and no one can sa:y whether he owes these two oharaoter1st1cs to 
the olassioists. the neo-classicists, the imagists, or merel7, 
as he h~self seems to hold, to his own individuality. Some 
of his titles, such as Ohorioos,1 To a fireek JiBrble: Brom1.os, 11 
q 10 . 
Hermes, Leader of. the Dead, and. Eumenides, reveal his interest 
in matters Greek. Iext we find constant reference to Greek 
II 1').. 
literature and myth()logy, as 1n At Mi1tylene, Stele, Eros and 
Psyche~ :Images~3 The Wine Cup~"- and Short Poems Ie15 Pan, Artemis 1 
Hermes, :Bacchus, the :raun are his favorite references, reflect-
1ng Me 0101 love of lirtng. Another oharaoteriat1o which I 
believe is Greek is the use of sharp contrast 1n the last two 
lines of a poeat• 
u, 
Examples o:t this are found 1n Daiq, In a 
12. p • . 9; 13. p.68; 14. p.97; 16. p.337; 16. p.64j ,,. f·~l 
1 ~., 
1? 
I 
I 
Palace Garden, A Faun Sees the Snow for the l'irst Time:; Evenings. 
and Cinema Exit.f 
Al41ngton's spirit of repression and his choice of words -- eve 
his epigrams themselves -- remind me o:t the epigramatic style 
of Humbert Wolfte in his volume, Others Abide. Aldington does 
not, I contess, achieve the te~se foroetulness that Wolffe 
Sometimes the choice of a word or pnrase ia as str1k1ngly beau- ~ 
t~l as Homer's "wine-dark sea11' . A tew that might be mention 
5 - I. 
ed are •gold-dark flesh"; ~1st-pale sleep11 ; •blue pine-woods•? 
"noon-blue sea•;8 •swallow- blue hal1s•.q But never do we find 
in spite o:t his passion :tor living the tumul.tuous emot1on ot 
1 a chorus from Aeschylus, tor instance, nor the splendid courage 
o:t such a poem as Aroh1lochus to H:J.s Soul. Rather do we fine:\ 
a frankly sensuous attitude toward 11:te and a clogged, essential . 
ly English determination to carry on -- a noblesse oblige --
but not a joyous or a hopeful one. 
There is apparently then more than a trace of eighteenth een-
tury neo-classicism 1n Ald1ngton's work as well as a decided 
classical 1ntluence. 
XV• The Ra..sntic Influence in Aldlngton'a Poetry 
' Was Alclington 1nf1uenced by the 1dea1s of the romantic move-
ment ? Dropping the idea that a romanticist was o~ a rebel 
against classicism. consider only the four essential traits 
18 
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I Poems of Richard lldington 1• p. 183; 2. p.25; 3. p.38; 
in nature, in the ~ar away, in humanity, in verse f'orm. H1s 
interest in nature is not revealed in an unusual number of' 
poems, and never is it sen.t1mental -- rather it is the love f'or 
nature beoause that nature represents to the Englishman that 
England. wh1ob seems to oODJDand his d.eepest love. In .Ud.ington 
that love does not seem tQ be the glorious thing it is in many 
but it oarries htm to the front to soenes against wh1oh his 
very soul rebels, and o~ wb1ob hls mind questions the justioe. 
Constant~ he contrasts the peaoe of' nature and war. This 
I oontrast~is f'ound in suoh poems as The l'aun Complains, Livin~ 
l ~ ~ 5 Sepulohr~s, April Lieder, In the Palaoe Garden, Apat&. A ~ew 
early and one or two of' h1s latest poems esoape this contrast 
b 1 8 treatment: Poplar, June-Rain, January: Aoonites. 
The interest 1n the f'ar away is more marked. We have already 
seen his interest in things Greek. His influence 1n things 
medieval is only less ~arked. Indeed so discontented does he 
appear 1n his early poetr.r that lle seems always seeking escape 
into the past or into the world of' the imagination, only oooa-
sionally praising a bit o~ English nature or a Woman's beauty. 
Of oourse here we must exoept the war poems, wbJ.oh are an inter-
lude 1n his developaent, arresting it and changing the subjeot 
matter of' h1s poetry, but f'rom this he again esoapes to the 
f'ar away. His earlier escape seemed to tend to the G~eek, but 
a~ter the war period. there was greater interest in the medieval 
Interest in humanity is almost absent in Ald1ngton. He f'ind.s 
Poems of' R1ohard. Ald1ngton 1. p.82; 2. p.aa; 3. p.llO; 4. p.lS ; 
5. p.l29; 6. :p.30; 7. p.la; a. p.365. 
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occasionally an impersonal sympathy for the oppressed as in 
Ohurch Walk: and Saint Mary's! where he hastens to let the 
beauty of nature hide or compensate for the ugliness of human 
~ 
nature. In suoh a poem as Three Little Girls we find him avoid~ 
ing sorrow less and through his war poems a growth - - because 
of his own knowledge of suffering . .. ot SJDIIpatby- "tor all man-
ki:lld. This alllost buried. 1n bitterness and resentment that 
war should be and he be in it. This development of sympathetic 
I understan41ng is apparent~ not yet complete. 
Interest in verse form in the romantic period is, I believe, 
generally considered as not interest 1n the more perfect form --
or should Y a~ more exact -- but interest in working out new 
forms. Here Aldington is in accord with the romanticists, but 
also with the imagists. We hardl y recognize 
first gl.ance, as having form. But they have 
his poems. at I 
a distinct rb;ytbm, 
I 
I though one lese cloaeJ.T defined than that of' the poets of the 
romantic period. At t~es - - notably in the third volume of 
if. 
1
hie poems, Images .of' Desire, - - we find a tendency toward a 
stricter verse f'orm. This does not 1ast. Strict f'orm 
evidently does not agree with his idea of originality. But 
th1s is stealing the glor,y f'rom the imagists! 
11 v. The Rea11stic Influence in Al.di.."lgton' s Poetrz 
I 
As a method of showing the influence of realism 1n Aldington's 
poetry, I have chosen to compare ~ w1th the truest realists 
Poems of Richard Aldington 1. p.36; 2. p.37; 3. p.lOl; 
1 4. p.l39. 
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of the age when poetr.y tlourishe~, Wor~swortb an~ Ooleridge, 
\ 
and with the truest one I know of mo~ern times, Robert frost. 
To me the Wor~sworthian conception ot realism ~ be best ex-
presse~ 1n his own wor~s in the Preface to the Lyrical Ballad,s: 
"to choose incidents an~ situations from common lite an~ to 
relate or describe them ••••• in a selection ot language real~ 
used b7 men and at the same time to throw over them a certain 
coloring ot imagination., where by o.rdinar7 things should. be pre .. 
sente~ to the mind. in a universal aspeot.• 
This det1n1t1on exolu~es at onoe all of Al~ington's classical 
poetr.y. !,; .. poem here and there 1n the earlier ones, such as 
Beauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch~ In the Old Garden! Saint 
Ma.ey's; reaches towar~ Wor~sworth's ideal. The war poems and. 
those that 1mmecl1atel.7 follow with the exception of a very- tew 
like Bondage~ Time ' s Changes~ an~ A Ruined Hous.!. to are natural-
istio in ten~enc7 rather than truly realistic. The longer 
poems are ~et1n1 teq romantic 1n the longing tor escape. In 
the last group of short poems are two or three, A Place of 
Young Pines 1 and Dilemma8:tor instance, which go back to realist-
ic standards. I oan not feel he has Wor~~worthta~belief that 
poetr,y has a purpose -- rather he leans toward the school that 
beauty wNJ enough, wt.s its own excuse tor being. 
But he does, I think, share Wor~sworth's poetic ideal in one 
respect: that feeling gives ~portance to the action and 
situation, an~ here we may call. on almost the whole volume. of 
Poems of Richard Ald.ington 1.. p.16; 2. p.17; 3. p.37; ~. P•73 
5. p.93; 6. p.l02; 7. p.359; s. p.363. 
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Ald.ington'a poetry tor witness. Sure~, if we can be certain 
ot anyr one thing, it :1a that in hie poetry feeling tar outranks 
thought. although hie poetry is too selt-oentered for Words-
worth's ideals. 
To turn to Coleridge, we find h1m saying in his B1ograpbia 
Litteraria, chapter XIV, that the two cardinal pointe of poetry 
are •the power ot exciting the sympat~ ot the reader by a 
faithful adherence to the truth ot nature and. the power of 
giving the interest ot novelty by- the modifying colora of the 
imagination."' Aldington occasionally meets the requirements 
of the first point. Take, tor example, Summer,1 Round Pond,~ 
Field Manoeuvres~ A Moment's Interlude,&/- Ja:nuary Aconites. 5 
Less often perhaps but more delightfUl~, .that is if we are 
considering poems as a whole, not for single linea, he gives 
us the interest ot novelty through the use of the ~agination 
to modify reality. Probably tbe two beat examples of this 
are The Popl~Land. The l'aun Sees the Snow for the :B'irst T1me~7 
And Prost, what is his ideal ? He says; •There are two types 
of realists: the one who offers a good deal of dirt with h:1s 
potato to show that it is a real one, and the one who is satis• 
:tied. with the potato brushed. olean. I'm inclined to be the 
second kind. To me, the thing that art does for life is to 
olean it, to strip it to form.• Aldington inclines to the 
first type ot realism, evidently feeling it a virtue not to 
shr1nk from the dirt on -the potato-- but I can not get over the 
Poems ot Richard Aiding on I. p.28; 2. p.5 ; 3. p.7 ; 
5. p.365; 6. p.30; 7. p.25 
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whimsical feeling that while he scorns to brush the potato 
olean, he feels that he has made the dirt clean. 
I muoh prefer Frost. 
Shall we, then, call Aldlngton a realist at all ? 
As a realist 
Yes!i in some 
of his war poetry and in a few of his nature poems; should many 
of ~a love poems be included here, I wonder ? But his ten-
d.enoy is to veer away from realism towards naturalism,_ from a 
just estimate of things as they really are, both good and bad, 
to a definite emphasis on the ugly, the bitter, the partially 
true. 
VI. Aldington as~an Imagist 
And now I reach the point where most prefer to begin studying 
Aldington, as an tmagist• This is an interesting ~uestion. 
As I have already mentioned, Aldington does not consider him-
self a part of the poetry .. revolution of 1912"·; in other words 
I understand he does not consider himself an imagist. To 
refer to his Introduction in the 1934 edition again, he says 
there: 1 .. It was mere acci4ent that what I was writing then 
chanced to meet with the approval o~ the verse revolutionaries, 
just as the pub11cat1onsof the poems in America was an accident. 
ch~tt'l" 
I am not ambitious to be known as the introducer or part intro~ 
lo:r some novelty in ~iting.• Again he says: 1 .. In 1912 no 
English periodical would publish such writing.• 
Louis untermeyer in his New Era in American Poetrr speaks of 
j1. Poems of Richard Ald1ngton~ Introduction, p. XIII 
I 
I 
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.. H. D.at as the only true imagist but he i ncludes among the rem-
. I 
r nta o:f the imagist movement, ildington. 
n Mr~ !ldington ' s Images, published in Poetrl, April , 1 91~ 
~ . 
J ohn Gould Fl etcher writes a s follows: "Recently there have been 
I n England signs of a return to that simplicity and restraint 
hicll are the qualities of highest art , and it is to be hoped 
that the war will have the effect of still further clarifying 
r he English spirit, over•:mtLddied with floods of Victorian sen-
t~Jent and rhetoric . Of this admirable t endency Mr. Aldington 
i s the per cursor and the most shin~~example . 
11The impression one gains from the r eading of t he t hirty .... five 
wieces whi ch he has now gatbere4 together and given to the pub-
ic is one of uniform excellence. Here is a s t yle like a 
sword-blade, bright , keen, nervous, and never exuberant. No-
.1 here does the poet say too much , nowhere does he permit llls 
1
image to become clouded with long accumulations of detail, vague 
sentiments, or indefinite moralizings. In fact he sometimes 
says too l:lttle for those who seek to real\ as they run.tt 
•These Images Old and New as he calls them, divide themselves 
oughly into two classes, the first dealing with Greek antiquity 
the second with modern life. In either case, whatever beethe 
1
subjeot, the unity is preserved, and it is a un~ty of style, 0~ 
r ttitude, Mr, A1d1ngton is a poet who speaks the truth. He 
~a never vaguely romantic, or sentimental, or writing to satis-
~Y aqything but his own artistic conscience •••••••• Here is a 
I . _Untermeyer New Era in American Poetry,1919, p. 297 
r • Poetry, April, 1916 p, 49 
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force which attracts us the more completely for its apparent 
s~l16i~; and it is the force not of realism but of reality." 
In the Nation, May 30, 1934, we have the estimate, nearly twent~ 
years later,of R. P. Blaokmur as he reviews the Poems of Richard 
I I 
Ald1ngton: ~is work is not poetry of a high order ••••. That 
is to s ay while he presents us with a :fund of substance, and -a 
1talent for feeling, ~. Aldington lacks either t he genius or the 
ard,uous will for persistent execution; he lacks those elements 
of composi.tion an.C style which persuade us finally of a poem •:s 
ertstence." 
"Mr. Aldington began publishing with the ~agist group ··••·•· 
and that was a heavy weight to bear." 
"The :rtnal effect of imagism was to prevent poets from doing 
t he work necessary t o complete their poems ••••• I mean on the 
contr ary that the heirs of imagism ••• . have been unable either 
I 
1
t o sustain a t one or explo2e a subject 1n terms the reader can 
I 
11acoept. " 
~~ "You do not need, in reading him, either a specially designed 
I 
·encyclopedia or a :raoul ty for telepathy .. " 
"His rhythms break down as soon a s they are· established, hi.s 
arrangements lack ine'V·itability., and his language tends to be 
slovenly and therefore while intelligible, cannot certify its 
I meaning. " 
====~===+i=·~=R~~be wer p~~· ~~M=~~~a~am~e~af~~~a~r~i~t~t~h~at~~ma~~ ~~~==+=========-
Jr. Nation, May 30, 1934 Review of the 1934 edition of The 
I 
fi 
II Poems of Richard Aldington by R. P. Blackmur 
of reoognition, or of disillusionment• 
from a BWIDi t of emotion 
But when you let your-
self go* you do not often make great poetry .. . .... you oan in 
faot only push on to the oorollary and let yourself run down. · 
•That is what Mlr. Ald,ington does. Experienoe catches h1m by 
the throat or beats him in the face a~d he answers back as 
vigorously as he oan. His subjects are war and love and bypo-
orisy:. His weapons are sharp statement~ bold imagination, 
snatohes of masculine rbytbm~ and the oatoh~as~ oatoh~can of 
tumultuous feeling. His retreat is Greek poetr.y or the English 
land. He has a stubborn but crotchety honesty without ever 
the persuasion of tact and he has an intense personal bitterness 
that never bothers with the onlY secure foundation for bitter-
ness, which is irony. His poems make powerful personal d,oou• 
of a lite, but they do not often do the necessary- work to 
ke them powerful poetry.• 
And now let ~ Sinclair give her opinion. In The English 
eview for may~ 1921• in an article entitled The Poems of 
I iohard Aldington, she says: -ae still waits for that intellig-
ent comprehension which might have been his if he had been more 
~p1ouously the oh1ld o~ h1s own nation and h1s own age •••••• 
it is, he puts them (his audience] off by writing about 
I amiliar things in unfamiliar forms of vers 1ibre and in an 
;unfamiliar manner. His • u i!J'itrity puts them off; they mistake 
it for coldness.• 1 Again she says: •He has got more sheer music 
The English Review, May, 1921 
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into his unrhyme~ cadence than any other contemporary writer 
of vera libre.• What then shall we believe ? 
What eli~ the tmagist movement stand for and how far did Aldin~ 
ton. intentionally or unintentionally • conform to its ideals ? 
In his Ne~ Era in American Poe.try Untermeyer quotes the 1mag1.st 
I 
cre~o: Exact word (common speech) 
New r~hms 
Absolute freedom 1.n choice ot subject 
Present an image 
Produce poetry hard. an~ olear 
Ooncentration the very essence of poetry 
e exact word is to me one of Ald.ington's excellenoies 
~gist or not as he chooses to call himself. With h1m the 
xact word is often startling, shocking the reader into a new 
wareness of old things from a new angle. A less pleasi.ng 
ot words usually denied a place in poetry; 1n 
the modern delighting not only in facing 
squarely but in dragging into the notice of others the aspects 
t life the Victorians ignored. Wh1.le most of us have escaped, 
the Victorian intluence tar enough~ so we face faots, some still 
feel the unneoessar,y flaunt1ng of such words and ideas, in 
oetry especially, unesthet1o. And of that I find Al.d.1ngton 
,_ 
occasionally guilty _. partiou1arly 1n his Songs for Puritans. 
The exact word as the language of common speech he uses less 
often, a1most not at all, for he is too thoroughly under the 
1. Unterme;yer New Era in American Poetry, 1919, p.291 4 
2. Poems of Richard Aldington p.206 
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olassioal intluenoe. 
New rbytbms is a point an amateur is hardly fltte~ to disouss. 
But this I am oonsoious of as I read Aldlngton's poetry: there 
is rhythm, definite rbytbm, a thi.ng I oan not say for all the 
imagist poets I have read. Amy Lowen and Richard Al.dington 
htmself ought to be the best authorities at this t~e. In 
~iss Lowell's Poetry and the Poets the following ideas are 
~ ~eased:1 "Every form is proper to poetry so long as it is 
the sincere expression of a man's thought.• and •It &era libre] 
retains that essential of all poetry: Rbythm'i·• and again "Kodern 
vera libre •••••• is entirely based on rbytbm.• 
Ald1ngton 1n The Art of P oetq published in the Dial, August, 
" 1920. Wr1tes: Vera 1ibre, wb1.ob is still in the experimental 
stage may be a move in the right d1reot1on. It has oerta1n 
advantages. It foroes the writer to oonoentrate on meaning; 
1t canpels, or ratber incites towards, cono1s1on, exactness, 
s1noer1ty. It bas the a¢mirab1e result of reducing output. 
It forces a man to create his own rhythm instead of tmitating 
other people's.• 
Absolute freedom in choioe of subject is an imagist tenet 
adopted by Al.dington when he happens to choose. Here again 
I 
the class1oal influence seems to halt the full working out of 
the imagist 1deals. But 1n Cinema Exit~ Churoh Walk; Bon~f!,Y 
Songs for Puritans; and some war poems, suoh as Trenoh _!dyll b 
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I."?·~;}.. '1. t='· 1.3 2... ja. Poems of Richard Al.d1ngton ,p.41; 3. p.3o; 4.p.178; 5. p.205; 
In connection with this topic, I wish to quote what A!Qington 
says in The Poet and. His Age in Litera;r Studies and. Reviews.' 
•rt may be plausibly advanced that the relation of a poet to 
is age should not be self~conscious, that he should neither 
deliberate~ re~ect the actualities. discoveries, the temper of 
sage, nor shoulQ he constitute ~self their 1nterpreter. 
for.mer was the error of the Romantic a outrance, the latter 
error of the Futuristic and other schools and. ind1v1.duals 
ow forgotten or obscure. But the Romantic attitude even in ex 
ess is more tolerable and less ha~l because the material of 
et:ry remains Jbhoh~; ;the same 1n all ages and because it is al ... 
oat 1mpossible for any man to remain quite untouched by the ~r 
resh ideas current 1n his time. The poet, then, does not 
constitute ~e.elf the 'interpreter of his aget; he will draw 
s themes and perhaps lls form from remoter times 1 but since 
e cannot escape, and ought not to ~sh to escape, the 'spirit 
of his time ' , his work will be an expression of that spirit, 
according to llet powerat of intelligent comprehens1.on and diges-
t1.on. He Will not today set out to versify as much as he can 
T 
nderstand of Elnste~~ he will not compose'poems of Kelativity' 
ut the mere fact that he possesses this new knowledge Will 
";""' 
e'\ d1t':ferent :rrom predecessors that had 1 t not 1 and to that 
extent, but no morea will he ! interpretethe age•.• 
"But that the age is incoherent is no reason wby art generally, 
r that branch of art we call pcetr,y1 should be incoherent ••••. 
• Literar,y Studies and Reviews, Dial Press, 1924, p. 208 
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i large proportion of recent poetry, particularly English, is 
tagnant, a repetition in a degraded form of SOJDethl.ng that has 
een done better before." 
Or again, one m1ght contrast the conception of poetry held by 
r writer 1n the age of DaBte {when the 'noble' topics for a 
oet were held to be War, Love, and God) with the conception 
hich a contemporary might have, seeing that we consider War 
I isgusting and barbarous, that our theories of Love are largely 
. hysiologl.oal (we have all read Jreud and Mr. Ellis) and that 
I 
of us hold that gods are made by men~ not men by gods. 
s 'heroic' war poetry, Petrarchan love poetry, and religious 
oetry, if written today, run the risk of appearing merely arti-
, icial or unintelligent to educated people. Retrospectively 
I e enjoy Homer, Petrareh, and Dante, but we cannot hope to 
evive the heroic epio~ the canzone of ~stic love or the vision 
r: ::::;y~::s::r.:: ::: :::::::::h o:::u:::s:::t~:n~ ~~:;t 
ork along different lines, from different donn~es, and with 
a different fraaework.• 
"There is much 1n Arnold's 1853 preface to hi. a poems which 
ppears debatable, particularly his 1.ns1sten.ce on the pure1y-~laas1oal 14ea of 'noble aot1ons' as essentials to poetry. 
evertheless.; there is great wisdom for us 1n his worcls, and we 
ought to weigh them carefully ••••••• the passage I mean runs 
as follows -- 'They do not talk of their m1ssion •. nor of 
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interpreting their age , nor of the coming poet; all this, they 
~ow, is the mere delirium of vanity; their bus1ness is not 
~o praise their age, but to atford to the men who live in it 
he highest pleasure they are capable of feeling. If asked 
r o af:f'orQ. tbi~ by means of subjects drawn from the age itself. 
l bey ask what special fitness the age bas :tor supplying them: 
l hey are told tbat it is an era of progress, an age c~OIIaissioneci 
r o carr.y out the great ideas of industrial development and 
l ocia1 amelioration. They reply that with all this they can 
o nothing; that the elements they need for the exercise of 
heir art are great actions*. o~culated powerhlly and delight• 
, 11y to affect what is permanent in the hulmn soul; that so 
~ar as the present age can supply such actions, they will 
t
ll ladl;y make use of them; but that an age wanting in moral 
andeur can with difficulty 8upp!yasdc~j and ~eage oti spirit-
l 1 discOB:f'ort with difficulty be powerfully and delightfully 
1! ffeoted by them'. • 
I' I !hat, I think, 
lane schools. 
effectually disposes o~ the wildweat and aero-
Yett lest by applauding that passage I should 
to approve other writers who are defective in a different 
I may point out that we cannot give the men who live in thi 
. ge 'the ~ghest pleasure they are capable o:f'' by -- the words 
I re Johnson' a -- t c1escr1ptions copied from d,.escr1pt1ons, by 1D:los I . 
l tations borrowed from 1m1tat1ons, by traditional imagery and 
ered1tar,y similes, by read,1ness of rhyme and volubility of 
31 
Presentation of an image is also one of Al.dington's exoellenoief. 
I suppeae1the validity of that statement is not destroyed by 
the fact that the image is most often a amall one but astonish- I 
ingly cl~ar .and d.istinct, like his Epigram: New Love. 1 Indeed, 1 
he often seems to present his image with o~ a word or two, as 
.1 1n Short Poems III, "black, violet-bloomed olusterslt. 
Production of poetry that is bard and clear seems to me at 
first thought to be contradictory to the production of new 
rbytbms -- that aeyth1ng which has real music in it is of nece.s .. 
sity not wholly hard.. And 1f you have rhythm, haven • t you 
music ? But on second thought, I wonder if they mean poetry 
where the pictures and ideas are clear-out and definite. Then 
at times Aldlngton concurs. It is interestLng to see what 
Paull ~. Baum says about this in. his article, Mr. Richard 
Aldington:3 ltDesoriptive poetry lives by its imagery, which is 
sometilaes olear and sharp as the Imagists would have it, and 
aometiJDes vague and iit.afiused as with the romanticists. In 
11ntel1eotual poetry the image tends towards the Marinistio 
I conceit, which is not always bad. in itself but needs to be 
baoy.ga ·and balanced by something more. The Imagists seemed 
to have soUght a combination, render1ng description by means 
of the bold recherche trope, that is, imagery born of the 
t ~L intellect though addressed to the imagination, whereas~older 
~ery sprang apparently tu11-formed from the imagination 
alone ••.••••• Then when the combination proved insoluble, the 
I Poems of ru.chard Aldington 1. p.l5; 2. p.341; 
II ~.south Atlantic Quarterlj', April, 1929, p.201 
II 
ntelleetual tendency came to predom1.nate; whieh is perhaps a 
l.atural development reinforaed by external ciraumstances of 
~ . 
ontemporary life. This, w1. th the added note of his late 
I reek interests, seems to have been Mr. Aldlngton's stu~.* 
o give a more modern note to this idea of A1d1ngton's poetry, 
will quote from the New York Herald Tribune, May 6, 1934, where 
e Poems of Richard A1din ton is reviewed by Eda Lou Walton;, l 
I For Al.dington, however, the retreat into Greek mythology, Greek 
and, peaoe, was not to last. He~ himself, saw that he 
not make the images of past beauty representative of his 
inner tul"mloll. He ~ed, then, to the 
· ondon world a.bout him. 
II . 
Again he tried the Imagist method of 
f
ep.resenting the inner emotion objectivel.T through the description 
~ ~what was seen ••••••• 
[JJO• as soon as the Imagist poet turns his peculiar technique 
loward interpreting modern life and scenes he meets with dttfi~ ul ty. :B:Yer,y one who reads knows, at least vaguely, what eel1ngs and stories are associated with the names of Greek gods• 
ll ith Greek beauty, with Greek ideals of perfeotion. But each 
f us looks at modern seenes., objects, people_ from a slightly 
ahT!cs+ 
~ferent angle. There are, to be sure~ a few~f1xed symbolto 
I tt1tudes toward the Industrial anoe -~ for example: that maoh1n-lj . --o tr.r• orowds, oontus1ons are uglT, or -- tbe opposite -- that 
l hey are beaut1fnl, signitylng freeda. for man• eto. Neverthe-
! ess there is constant contradiction and contusion in our 
• Books, New York Herald Tribuae, MayS, 1934 
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1 attitudes toward our own times. The Imagist poet, therefore, 
~ he 1s going to present, objectively, images which will arouse 
j motibns concerning this age, must describe his own feelings 
r ore :full.Jr than he need d.escribe them when he calls up images of 
l he past, already surrounded in our minds with defin1 te 
associations. 
i 
"The poet had. moreover~ another difficulty. His own emotional 
responses were keenest when he used the past for his materials. 
I . 
e really didn•t like the modern scene• H.e saw it, always, 1n 
I ~iterary terms as undesirable; the past he saw, 1n equally 
I . [ iterary terms~ as d.esirable. Therefore he m1xed present and. 
~ast. He could not,, as William Oarlos Williams did, ~don~ 
~ more exaot and vivid the moat repreQentatlve images ot the 
esent• He was nostalgic, even when he was brave: 
•we are those that Dante saw 
Glad, for love t s sake., among the fl.smes of hell, 
oat-daring with a kiss all-powerful wrath; 
Yor we have passed athwart a fiercer hell~ 
Tl:eugh gloomier, more desperate o1rol.es 
Than ever Dante dreamed: 
And yet love kept us glad.' 
This poem he wrote as Epilogue to his war years. This was Me 
'Bitter-brightt spirit. The difficulty is that the poem is 
neither bitter enough nor b*ight enough. One 1ntens1ty blurs 
the other." 
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Oonoentrat1on as the ver,y essenoe of poetry is one of the tenet 
of 1mag1am 1n which I most heart1~ believe. The Eaten Heart' 
though an occasional line, perhaps the main theme, may oatoh 
~ attent1on,1s a mere vague rambling. The Dream 1n the Luxem-
I 
.t 
bour! is not too muoh better -- if at all it is laoause it has 
clearer images and a more tlef1ltl.te story interest. To say 
3 . 
A ~ool 1' the Forest l.aoks structural unity is to aay the k1nd,-
eat thing of it. Single 11nes may be interesting but as a 
whole 1t has all. the contusion of a monodrama. But his short 
poems help to prove the truth of the imagist's contention. 
Take tor example June-Rain! January Aoon1 tea! and l'tiseq. L 
VII. Class1t1oation of l iiifi§iion•s Poetrz 
What, then, is A1d1ngton ? To me, he is a modern (my own term 
-- not the equivalent of imagist ) who combines in his work 
either oonsoiously or unoonsoioualy the teachings in part of 
all types of poetry. Onoe again I wish to quote May Sinal air:? 
"There is no mistaking his modernity. One half of' h1m is not 
Greek and it br1ngs into his poetry an el.ement whioh is not 
Greek, a pain, a dissatisfaction, a sadness whioh the purAly 
I Greek soul did not know ••••••••• And eo Riohard, Aldington 
br1ngs his aad modernity into the heart of the Greek world. 
1 
I 
IB1s 3oy in beauty •••• has in it a deep 1nourable dissatisfaoti .• 
ll!'rom the Greek and, the 1ma.g1st he takes essentially the same 
l1 things, repression from the Greeks, oonoentration tram the 
I Poems of Riobard lld1ngton 1. p.32.1; 2. p.281; 3. p.227; 
I . 
. I 
I 
) 4. p.la; 5. p.365; G. p.s7; 7. The English Review,May, 1921 
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But the Greek love ot 
beauty keeps him from too much of' the ugly -which either the 
absolute ~eedo.m in choice of' subject of' the 1magiat or even 
the real1st1o 1nf'luenoe ID1gbt betray him into. To quote May 
' Sinclair again: •Richard A1d1ngton is possessed by the sense of' 
beauty, the desire of' beaut.y, the absolute emotion, as no Eng-
1lish l;loet sinoe Shelley has been possessed with the solitary 
r xoept1on of "H. D,• The pre-war Richard .Udington ret'uses to 
1
reoogn1ze the real1t;y of an;yth1ng else but beauty on this earth, 
IF.ram the realist movement he ohooses, 1f' so definite a word may 
e uaefl(jnthe idea of facing things as they ~e, wh1le he often 
1noline s toward the modern form of realism, natural.ism, whioh 
1
empb.asizes not both the beauti:rul and the ugly, as 
!in real 11f'e, but the ugly to the exclusion of' the 
I ~am the classical and the r~t1o he chooses the 
1the far away chiefly~ we judge ~om his poems like 
we find them 
beauti.ful. 
interest 1n 
Oh1ld.ho od. -14 
I 
f or the purpose of eaoape, But he refuses to be elass1fled; hie 
bel1ef' of oourse was that poetry, real poetry that is, could 
·not be imitated. 
lfow let us see how others estimate h1m 1n general. In Tlli1 
Saturday Review of' ~terature; April 28, 1934, w. R. Benet 
wr1tes: •partly tough-minded modern, partly rena1ssanoe 
/dreamer. R1ohard .Udlngton la both among the best poets of hla 
1 
t1me and yet .-- somehow -- more remote. It 1s poss1ble 1nd.eed,1 
that he may be remembered more for h1s novels than for his 
!The English Review~~. 1921 
1 2. Poems of Richard. Ald1ngton p.48 
3. The Saturday Review of' Literature, Apr11 ~8, 1~34 
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poetry. But the accent of his verse is that of the born artist 
and will always delight lovers of the beauty of the word." 
In part Miss 'Vial ton in her review in the Herald Tribune agrees \'7 
with this statement:1 ttAldington is not an excellent poet. He 
has no characteristic and unique rhythm,l His lines tend toward 
prose statement. His free verse is not the best. Nor· has he 
an individual use of language or imagery. He lacks the intens-
ity necessary for the fusion of his scene and his vision Or, 
perhaps, he merely lacks clarity in his attitude toward his 
scene. He is merely one of the many troubled modern poets 
who cannot integrate either himself or his art. In the long 
run his prose, I prophesy, will prove much more important than 
his poetry.n But as to whether he is a poet, should not a 
poet rather than a reviewer be the better judge ? 
Can any estimate be complete without quoting from the publisher' 
blurb -- author unknown ? This is or interest because i t takes 
the opposite side : "In the Renaissance o"f English poetry that 
the Great ~ ar shattered, Richard A.ldington' s was the voice of 
clearest lyric portent. His lim:pid phrases, his exquisite 
sensuous imagery, make such poems as A Dream in the Luxembourg 
undated in their beauty • 
.And N'.tr. Aldington is one of the few poets whose promise the war 
did not blight. In the last few years he has become widely 
known as a novelist •••••••• But it is as a poet that he finds 
happiest expression for his lyrical gift." 
1. Books, New York Herald-Tribune, May 6, 1934 
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The most detailed review, as well as the most :flattering, is 
:from the New York Times Book Review, and is written by Percy I 
Hutchinson. In part he says: 1 "With the tumult and the shouting 
passed away, Richard Aldington now stands :forth as possessing 
originality o:f approach, metrical sensitiveness, and at his 
best, the ability to :fuse into a glowing whole sensation, 
emotion and intellect. In sum of attainment he is uneven, :for 
in his general adoption o:f vers libre he too o:ften permitted 
himself to yield to the laissez :faire temptation o:f this, the 
most :facile o:f poetic methods. In consequence, the many, the 
very many, lines of high lyric :fusion with metrical power are 
countered by many,-- though happily far :fewer-lines of prose •••• 
But none taking the impartial view to which every movement is 
sooner or later subjected can regard Aldington as other than 
an uneven workman. And :fDD this reason, a reader islikely to 
de·ri ve greater purely artistic satisfaction from his shorter 
pieces than from his longer ones, :from the score of poems which 
he called Images , five books of which were issued between 1915 
and 1919. The per:fection of scores of these piec-es is some-
thing rarely exceeded; there is ofteh such cameo-work as one 
finds in A. E. Housman among the English poets and in the 
poetry of the Orient •••• ':._' •.•••• 
"But although there is sensuousness here -- the poem [June Raig) 
might be called an intellectual rendition of sensation -- there 
I is lacking the close intimacy with life which makes the intaglio 
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I ========~po ~==================================================~============+========== 
1. New York Times Book Review., Poetry o:f Richard Aldington 
May 6, 1934 
poetry of Housman so lasting, so remarkable." 
I 
''Hard intellectuality~ plus an extremely accurate and ecomomicp 
ally vivid translation into language of sensory perceptions 
make June Rain a perfect specimen of Imagist poetry ••••••• so d 
does Aldington, because facing a st:ern emotional reality, rise 
to his greatest poetic heights in his war poems." 
"And what this escape into poetry meant for the preservation 
of the poet's soul one finds again and again. For it. is not 
the horror, war, not even death, which is for Aldington the 
terrible thing in war; the terible thing is the shattering of' 
a man's soul.n 
'~lhat shall one call these war-poems ? Canticles of' the soul, 
perhaps. All that Aldington had learned as an Imagist is 
anima.te in t hem and sub lima ted. They have a Biblical majesty, 
these little poems; like the lamentations of David, they are at , 
I 
once exquisite and born of the bowels of compassion. There is 
nothing momentary to these war-poems; the f'ruit, perhaps, of' a j 
sequestered moment of' the soul; they are fraught with a humani 
which is deeper than war or peace, inclusive as lif'e and death. 
When in af'ter years the poetry of' the war shall have been win-
nowed, the goldem e~atn of' Aldington's rich sheaf' will become 
more and more apparent. 
"The volume contains the moderately long poems •••••• the phantasl 
magoria, The Fool i' the Forest, and The Dream in the Luxembourg. 
In all of' these oems there is bitterness and a sardonic humor 
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which is latent in much of Aldington's work but seldom given 
such free expression. There are three characters in The Fool 
i' the Forest, but they are really a single individual --any 
human -- split into what the poet conceives to be the three 
{generally warring and never understanding) personalities which 
are every man. The poem is scathing and cleansing satire. 
"But if there is bitterness in these poems and sardonic humor, 
there is never absent Aldington's insistence on the soul and on 
God, but with the insistence of his interpretation of the two 
words. 
'For our bodies are we, and the "soul't is a metaphor 
To express the unknown in ourselves; 
As "God" is the unknown in the universe; 
And primordial urgent desire 
That life should be continued.' 
These words are from The Eaten Heart ••••••••. they should be 
kept in mind from the reading of the first poem onward, for they 
are the key to all of Aldington. rt 
It is disappointing that the English reviewers seem to have 
ignored this American edition of Aldington so that the reactions 
of the two nationalities can not be compared. For its very 
terseness, however; an estimate given indirectly two years ago 
has an astringent value.' It was published in The Bookman and 
is from a series of reviews called C'ontemporaries and sighed 
merely E. w. The review is of a book, Richard Aldington, 
!published by Aldington's publishers, Chatto and Windus, and 
1. The Bookman, January, 1932 p.23? 
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written by Thomas McGreevy: "The next book in this series whi ch 
I read was that on 1~ . Aldington by Thomas McGreevy. It was 
most disappointing -- the uncritical and puerile hero-worship 
of a second-rate writer." 
And while admitting Benet's '"beauty of the word", the publisherst 
"lyrical gift" . and Hutchinson's "originality of approach", I 
find myself tenaciously clinging to my own estimate, which is 
the same as the one in '.Vhe Bookman: a second-rate writer. Is 
it because he has as yet reached only a second-rate devel opment 
as a persom.ality, and therefore as a poet ? 
VIII• The National and Universal Elements in Aldington 
Is Aldington a poet with a universal or merely a national appeal? 
In his subject matter -- his poems of love and war and death --
he may be said to be universal. In his treatment of the sub-
ject, the emphasis on sensuousness in love to the exclusion of 
all other attributes; on the horror of war to the exclusion of 
the so-called glory; and on the unusual attitude toward death 
as expressed, for instance in Choricos 1 and The Lover,R to the 
exclusion of the usual ideas of fear of the unknown, courage in 
facing death, and immortality, he is not universal. 
In other poems, such as At zhe British Museum} Hampstead Heath,~ 
A Rhap_sody in a Third-Class Carriage,5 his appeal is distinctly 
to the Englishman, his subjects and references of interest 
chiefly to his countryman. I. His poem, A Fool i' the ForestL 
l.Poems of Richard Aldington, :p. 3; 2. P• '78; 3. p. 33; 4. p.'f;); 
5. p.l89; 6. p.22'7. 
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shows the Englishman's hatred of demonstration, theugh we hard-
ly think of it as Aldington•s, very clearly:-3 
'~et perha ps the Conjuror was right --
I should have kneeled down 
To kiss this sa cred earth , 
But I hate such demonstrati ons, 
So German and self-conscious• " 
The Anglo-Saxon element is far less noticeable in Aldington thar 
in most English authors. His gloomy outlook perhaps is the 
most definite inheritance, and yet it seems to be mor e cynicism 
and bitterness than gloom; it may be that his sardonic humour, 
as the reviewers call it, is par t of it. John Livingston Lowes 
says in his Convention and Revolt in Poetry:1 ''What I want to 
make clear is the fact that the 'carry-on' s pirit of England and 
America has been present in English poetry from the very begin-
nings. " This 'carry-on' s pirit is pre sent in Aldington, dulled 
to be sure but still there; as i n The Fool i' the Forest the 
single line; "So carry on, Sergeant-Ma jor, carry on." In his 
war poems, especially, we are aware of the violation done a 
sensitive soul but of the indomitable going forward in s pite of 
this. One of the best examples of this spirit is. found in 
!Machine Guns.~ 
But I look in va in for the love of home -- home seems a source 
of bitterness, as he reveals in Childhood;,or for the love of th~ 
sea -- not t hat he does not use the sea as a subject but tha:C 
is not the l ove of it but the gloom of it, as in Inarticulate 
~ . John Livingston Lowes, Convention and Revolt in Poetry , p. 34D 
2. Poems of Richard Aldington, p.264; 3. p.240; 4. p.99; 5.p.48 
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~ Grief. His love of country, even in his pre-war poems , seems 
so much less glowing than Rupert Brooke's, for instance. 
Aldington gave a very good description C?f himself when he wrote 
I 
in Poetry, May, 1921, the following words about R. Al storer:l 
I 
'~ut he is un-English in his profound and unaffected love of 
beauty , he is un-English inasmuch as he hates quaintness." 
But his love of Greek beauty places him in the middle ground 
between the national and the universal. Greek literature . 
I 
itself of course is universal; but Aldington 's Greek-influenced ! 
English poetry with its obscure references certainly is not 
and just as certainly it is not entirely national. 
IX. Other Characteristics of Aldingtons Poetry 
Other characteristics include his obscurity --more than remin-
iscent of Browning for it is caused in large measure by the 
frequent reference to little known medieval literature, as the · 
one to Guilhem de Cabestanh, the Knight of the Eaten Heart.3 
Even in his classical references there is the use of the less 
well-known of t\''W names, as Bromios for Bacchus . t.l He shares in 
large measure Browning's title of the scholar's poet without 
having his strength of appeal in spite of his obscurity. But 
I am inclined to believe in Wordsworth's dictum: 'tPoets do not 
write for poets alone, but for men." 
His imagination, at times, is delightfully whimsical; of 
t e first illustration of this that comes .to mind is ~he 
Poetry, May , 1921, P• 103 
course I 
s Faun 
Poems of Richard Aldington, p.59; 3. p . 333; 4. p.21; 5. p.2
1 
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I 
and The Poplar. 
From pure whimsy we pass to parody, usually only a part of a 
poem and for satirical purposes. The least bitter, I almost 
said vicious,of .these is from the Fool i' the Forest:~ 
'~ile Phrygian shepherds watched their flocks 
All seated in a mead, 
The eagle of the Lord came down 
And bore off Ganymede.,. 
In the same :poem there is an echo of Tennyson in3 
no Evening Star, 
You bring the Evening News'' 
and agai n The Parrot4echoes his Locksley Hall. Even the patriot-
! 
ic songs, like Ye Mariners of Engl and; are not exempt. To 
finish the list two lines from Vicarious Atonementb should be 
included: 
"But, 0 thou old and very cruel god, 
Take, if thou will, this bitter cup from us." 
Satire is next. At least reviewers call him a satirist, a nd 
so he seems, a bitter one, ridiculing but not apparently doing 
it for the only good reason for which satire exists -- refo1~. 
He is always destructive and seemingly unaware that there are 
, 
other sensitive people in the world than himself and that they 
may find beauty according to other standards than sensuousness 
and Hellenic ideals. An example of this that interested me 
while it shocked me is in a line from Lesbia.1 Perhaps because / 
Poems of Richard Aldington, ll• p.39; 2. p.263; 3. p.23'7; 
4. p.20l; 5. p.231;6. p.?O; '7. p.ll. 
I 
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I 
son's New Poetry that the line read as follows: 
''Hermes and Thoth and Bel are rotten now" 
What had happened ? I wondered if this indicated 
thinking and looked it up in The Four Seas Edition 
a change in I 
and again in I 
the 1934 edition. In both it read the same: 
"Hermes and Thoth and Christ are rotten now" 
Who aH changed it, not Aldington I feel sure, and why ? 
story should be interesting. 
Some of his most deadly and telling bits of satire ane in The 
Fool i' the Forest! In Section X. he ridicules the worship 
of material things; in Section XVI, so-called classical, but 
I 
definitely superficial, education; in Sectimn XXVI, the officer~ 
who will not lead, but send, their men into danger; in Section 
XXIX, the hearty cheerfulness, which is hypocritical; in Sectim 
XXX, the hardships of the men who did not go to war. In 
Death of Another Hero~his scorn lights on the rich who opprese 
the poor. Religious satire, if. one may call it that, instead ! 
of youthful lack of knowledge, was an earlyudevelopment, due 
perhaps to a wishful doubt. Social satire follows his war 
experienc~and is due presumably to them. 
Rebecca West calls the satire in Aldington's short stories 
" serene and deadly". I think that those epithets fit the 
satire in his poems deadly it is and serene because not 
working for reform, he gets sufficient enjoyment out of his 
1. Monroe and Henderson's New Poetry, 1923 edition, p. 
2 ~oems of Richard Aldington, p.22?; 3. p.36?. 
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sa tire and is not in the least agitated because it has no effec1. 
Figures of speech seem to be an essential adjunct to poetry, 
even to that written by an individualist. To give Aldington 
due credit, he uses them rather well and with considerable 
originality. Contrast is his favorite -- generally the con-
trast of beauty and ugliness, for instance of country and city 
as in Vlhi techapel ;1 of peace and war, as in The Faun Complains ~ 
and Eumenidesfof ancient and modern , as in Eros and Psych&;~ 
or it may be merely the color words of a single line as 
"Black grape and gold grape"5 
Repetitidm and refrain are used frequently in varying ways. 
In Whitechapel1 noise and .!E.2n are repeated in what seems to be 
imagist fashion to produce onomatopoeia. He does, however, 
use the more ordinary method of omomatopoeic words, as in · 
.b Apathy,._ although the only original one in this is "leaf'- music". 
In Terror1he uses the simple continued form of repetition for 
emphasis. 
Refrains in the envelope pattern occur in Concert~and The Poplar: 
The same pattern, but carried out in ideas, not words, is found 
\'tl 
in St . Mary 's Kensington. Three Little Girls'~as a refrain ~l 
the first half of every even line. A refrain of a single wor( 
in a definite line in one of the few poems in regular meter is 
in An Old Song .\). And in Cynthia,'' also regular in form, we 
f'ind his refrain a line at the end of each stanza, with the 
first and last words identical in all. 
I Poems of Richard Aldington, 1. p.56; 2. p.82; 3. p.1'73;4 . p.45; 
5. p.343; 6. p.l29; '7. p.ll9; s. p.ll'7; 9. p.30; 10. p . 3'7; 11 . 
n _lnn· 1~- n .140: 13. n.l62. 
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Because Aldington is so often thought of as an imagist, unusual 
metaphors and similes are expected. They are not missing but 
neither are the much-scorned worn-out ones. In the latter cJ_c s c- .. 
class we might mention tti lie like a stone"! "death-white''/' and 
3 
"red as blood". In his attempt to secure vividness he some-
times oversteps and the result is grotesque, as in 
ttThe; huge moon, yellow and blotched , 
Or 
Like the face of a six days' corpse"~ 
"Their legs are withered 
Like dried bean pods. n 5 
Then there is the satirical comparison; this particular one 
is very modern: ttthe rich man, peak-quotation J"udas" • 11 Clear 
but definitely, almost too definitely, realistic images are 
"Immediate antipathy, 
and 
and 
and 
Cut my brain, as a dry sharp reed 
Cuts a finger."~ 
"Along the night-arched cavernous roads"1 
"By a swift searchl=ight, a long white dagger.u8 
'~oofs, conical spires, tapering chimneys, q 
Livid with sunlight, lace the horizon.n 
The good, even beautiful ones,include the following: ndeath-
\~t:i:i.M ist'*( is this original -- 1 t seems so) ;10 nthe icy whirl-
Poems of Richard .A.ldington 1. p. 159; 2. p.?7; 3. p.33?; 4. 
p.l64; 5. p.36; 6. p.39; ?. p.41; s. p.43; 9. p .44; 10. p .??. 
4? 
wind that is hell!t ,' "the ice-sparkles which . ~re~ · starstt ,~ nmoss-
colored· lizardsn; nGold words of a Greek long dead";4-and the 
longer ones such as these: 
nThe shin~ng of the sun upon the water 
Is like a scattering of gold crocus petals 
In a long wavering irregular flight." S 
" 0 Death 
Thou art an healing wind 
That hlowest over white flowers 
A-tremble with the dew.n ]q 
"In the distande I could see the wavering fountain jet 
Always rising and always falling in foamy parabolas 
Like the path of a comet fixed in tremulous water . tr 1 
nNow I am almost free --
A gold pellet of stmlight 
Dropped, curdling, into green water."9 
nBut could we thrust from us 
This threat, this misery, 
Borrow the mountain's strength 
As now its loneliness, 
Hurl bacl<: this menace on i tsel1', 
Grush bronze with bronze 
~Thy, it would he as if some tall slim god 
Unburdened of his age-long apathy, 
Took in his hand the thin horn of the moon 
Poems o:r-.. Rd.cha~d~.AJ.dmngton~ _:- 1~ p.l42; 2. p.l95; 3. p .9; 4. p.70; 
5. p.55; 6. p.4; 7. p.a~~ ; s. P·l91. 
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And set it to his lips 
And blew sharp wild shrill notes 
Such as our hearts, our lonely hearts, 
Have yearned for in t he dumb bleak silences.n 1 
One characteristic of poetry of special interest to me is the · 
use of color words. Aldington handles them well but not with 
much oPiginality nor with particularlt arresting effects. 
Two that to me are especially poor are "steel- white foot"~and 
"moon-white sea" •3 Some of the good and the more unusual· 
uses include nthe cobalt-blue sky";* "lemon- yellow afternoon 
. sunlighttt;5 tra saffron twilight '';'=- nviolet wine" . 1 Tie has a 
distinct tendency to use gold instead of golden for an adject-
ive and to use grey frequently~ 
x. Aldington's Philosophy 
Aldington's philosophy can be spoken of under three separate 
heads, his philosophy as revealed in his poetry, that is: 
literary , human, religious. To introduce this summary of 
his ideas of life and living, I shall give three brief quota-
tions: the first is from Percy Hutchinson 's review in the 
New York Times.t "As ~ philosopher on our life and times , we 
venture to say tha t had he written wholly in prose, he would 
be listened to far and wide.n The second is from the same 
source. "But if there is bitterness in these poems and sar-
donie humour, there is never absent Aldington's insistence on 
Poems of Richard Aldington, 1. p.l26; 2. p.s; 3. p.l41; 4. p.33 ; 
5. p.55; 6. p.60; ?. p.236; 8. New York Times, May 6, 1934 
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the soul and on God, but with the insistence of his interpreta~ ~ :: 
tion of the two words. 
'For our bodies are, and the " soul" is a metaphor 
To express the unknown in ourselves, 
As "God" is the unknown in the universe; 
And primordial urgent desire 
That life should be continued'.'' 
Th e third quotation is taken from the review of w. R. Benet 
in the Saturday Review of Literature:' "Aldington lost much duri -
the war; t he impression of t ho se experiences cannot well be ove JL 
emphasized; but af ter the war he found a new release of energy 
such as has come to few who have passed through the flruae. 
And he found a person -- perhaps tha t is part of the secret." 
Hi s l~ terary ph ilosophy seems to be based on sincerity above al] 
things. His most horrible pictures as well as h is most beau-
tiful reflect t h is spirit. His doubt, his satire, his over-
emphasis on sensuousness, h is equal dislike of too much and too 
little technique are only other ways of showing the same quali-
ty,~ ::-- The weakness of all this is overemphasis and escape. 
In 'l'he Fool i ' the Forest l t{.e writes:'-
"How can we live like Greeks when we're not Greeks 
What's the use of trying to write like Virgil ? 
We can•t create his sort of beauty 
As well as he could, and I ha te ~astiches; 
We must live our own way, 
?lri te like ourselves not Virgil --" 
A-pT, J..~ 
1. saturday Review of Literature, May 15, 1934 
2 . Poems of Richard Aldington, p. 259 
pO 
His belief in r everence, that is his belief tha t he is of less 
interest t han wh~t is outside hiru , and in a sense of mystery, 
a sense of "a presence, a genius, loci, or a potencyl!lfas elements 
of poetry is another essential in his literary philosopny. 
With this should be included his belief in a mysterious and 
spontaneous source of poetic material. These lines from 
A Dream in the Luxembourg bear witness to this last tenet:' 
"And all this I am trying to tell you 
Is the day-dream which suddenly came to me 
Quite unawares, as a poem springs up fountain-like 
When one is not even thinking of a poem." 
But to say more on this side of his philosophy would be to repea it ,, 
too much at length what has a lready been said or quoted. 
AS to Aldington's philosophy of life, it is easy to think at 
first you can summarize it but it is not so easy to do because 
of the many variations and shadings of each belief. He believe~ 
in love -- of everything but particularly in the passionate love 
of man for woman, which belief is somewhat modified as he grows 
older -- although he insists on passion for the right person as 
the basis of all other qualities of love. He loves beauty, 
war 
hates, scorns religion but betrays an underlying desire for 
belief in God and immortality -- not an a theist surely, perhaps 
agnostic. 
But to set forth his ideas more definitely. He finds life, 
the "vision of a vision"5 good at times, as i n At Nights,~ dull 
at times as in the later poems, The Fool i' the Forest0 for 
Poems of Richard Aldington, 1. p. 285; 2. p.34; 3.p.268; 
4. p.XVII; 5.p.304. 
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instance, in the part after Mezzetin's death, which apparently 
represents the death of youth among other things but always he 
insis)ts on completeness -- "Most lives are monologues, and so 
gr ow poorer"~-- on the richness of "the dialogue life" . 1 Here 
I am going to let Aldington tell it in his own words. The 
quotation is from the Introduction to All Men Are Enemies,.:l. which 
is referred to in the Introduction of the present volume of poems; 
and sets forth the same philosophy we find in his poems. 
"Antony, like many of us, is an ordinary fallible human being 
struggling towards wha t he believes to be a finer and fuller 
life. In this struggle he holds to two instinctive beliefs 
rhich I will ingly allow to be romantic: first, that the complete 
human being is formed by a man and a woman; second, that living 
i mplies much more than acquie~nce in a set of formal beliefs, 
ore than gett ing and spending money ••••••••• 
~ut what, you ask , is this 'finer, fuller life' toward which 
rntony struggles so painfully and clumsily ? It is not only· 
ife with th e woman he really loves, but the beauty and energy 
r ex istence which he wants to contribute to their joint possessi 
on. It is the life of the here and now, the l i fe of t h e sense , 
he life of the deep instinctive forces. If we do not live in 
scarcely live at all. We have been taught so long 
life must have some exterior end and justification that we 
ave f orgotten that living is itself enough, that to be· alive 
Lnd cohscious is itself an excellent and miraculous experience. 
oems of Richard Alding ton, 1. p.327; ~. 
~1 Men Are Enemies, Richard Aldington, First Edition, p. v ·VI 
l 
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"••••••• In trying to convey this life I have at times merged 
several of the senses, but I have especially tried to interpret 
'divine touch', to create new sensations in the mind of the 
reader by evoking the reactions and emotions experienced when 
one human being touches another. In this I have been guided 
by the faith that the truly civilized man does not ruthlessly 
suppress the gifts of his instincts and senses, but by fefining 
and govarning them creates a web of living hours." 
Surely it is not overstatement if we say this is in part the 
underlying idea of his poetry. To show this take examples: 
there is sensuous love of beauty in such poems as Bondage,1 Field 
Manoeuvresl, Dilemma; 3 then in his poems of passion, as in Images 
of Desire,4- and Songs for Puritan~ and in this quotation from 
b The Fool i' the Forest: 
"'This renouncing of all limit is itself a truth 
This boundless orgy, this release of the senses, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Are but a type and figure of human life, 
The sensual needs tha t hold us to the earth. 
Even these wildest and most perverse excesses 
Are disciplined by a sense of beauty; 
Here is no sordid dread of sin, 
No Anglo-Saxon cold vulgarity. 
Trust me~the pagan orgy had its meaning 
And that was, human life. '" 
and finally in poems where love is passion (somewhat worn out 
Poems of Richard Aldington 1. p.?3; 2. P• ?5; 3. p.363; 4. p. 
~52; 5. p.205; 6. p.255. I-
I 
I 
and disciplined) plus; love with the desire to give as i n 
1Prelude ;1 l ove with the idea it is wo r th s a cr ifice, as i n The 
~ ~aten Heart, where we find these lines: 
"Then something that is not oneself, ~ person, 
Becomes so precious one would gladly die for it. " 
t ove worth incurring the wr a t h of God for, as i n Possession3and 
~pi logue .!.}· The fleetingness of earthly love bothers him not at 
~11, fo r the most part, as we see i n Before Parting$and in these 
ID•1 ~wo quotations from A Dream in t h e Luxembourg: 
"What is there in life that endures ? 
Why do we assume that love must last for ever ? 
Why can We ..Jt~no .t be wise like the Epicureans 
Who thought not of possession but enjoyment?" 
"Moreover, we cannot know the future 
Nor how we shall feel even i n a year's time. 
It is madness to mortgage t h e whole future 
Even in the dlirium of love, 
For l ove is transitory as we are, 
And it dishonest to say,'I shall love you always' 
Even i f we are convi nced of i t , 
For t ime passes by, taking all good things," 
~n contrast with these, look at what he says in Reverie:g 
"For this is love's beauty 
That it does not die with lovers 
But lives on, like a flower born from a god's blood, 
Long after the lovers are dead." 
Woems of Richard Aldington, 1• p.l39; 2. p.329; 3. p.l42; 4. p. 
135; 5. p.l54; 6. p. 283; ?. p.300; s. p.lO?. 
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~o conclude this part of his philosophy, these lines from 
Epi l ogue' are best: 
"Have I spoken too much or not enough of love? 
Wh o can tell ? 
But we who do not drug ourselves with lies 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
We know the clearest light is shed by love, 
That when we kiss with life-blood in our lips, 
Then we are nearest to the dreamed-of gods." 
~eauty is one of the i mportant tenets of Aldington's belief. 
We find, starting with Ghoricos, his belief in all forms of 
beauty capable of perception through the senses in all but the 
naturalistic poems, and in many of these he uses ugliness as a 
foil for beauty. He believes in the intensity of beauty which 
is pain, as in :¢eauty, Thou Hast Hurt Me Overmuch,~ or London~ 
and in less definite form, in Inarticulate Grief.~ The lengths 
to which he believes men will go for beauty he reveals i n a 
¢ poem called Defeat. A later development, presumably the re-
sult of his war experience, is his ability to find beauty in 
gri~ or commonplace situations such as he gives us in Bondage,~ 
The Village ,1 or Soliloquy II .q 
War has to him but one side. Not once is there a hint c£ the 
glory sung by the older poets, only grim horror or satire though 
\() 
both are met with the 'carry-on' spirit, as in Machine Guns, 
II 
and Vicarious Atonement. In the latter, mixed with the 
Poems of Richard .Aldington 1. p.l68; 2. p.l6; 3. p.44; 4. p.59; 
5. p. 121; 6. p .73; 7. p.94; 9. p.l04; lO. p.99; 11. p.70. 
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bitterness, is an ideal o~ saving the world or literature by 
sacrifice. But it is mostly disillusionment, as in The Faun 
I I '-Complains, or resentment, as in the poem by tha t name, or bitter~ 
ness, as in Meditation~of ~e Blood of the Young Men3 (Is this a 
satire on munition-makers?) or in these lines from The Fool i' 
the Forest:i.f-
"Now I know this isn't true --
A Sergeant-Major on patrol1 
It must be some dreaMul nightmare." 
In the same poem is an example of outraged sensitivity: 5 
"I was aghast and trembling with rage. 
Of course I know I should have killed him then, 
But I always was a coward 
And never could face the horror 
Of ~abbiug a bayonet in a man's belly; 
.And as usual, my rirle was unloaded. II 
Another example of this is in Soliloquy r; while a finer expressr 
ion comes in In the Trenches.'7 And "his murdered sel~" -- to ~ 
Aldington apparently the crowning outrage or the war -- is vivia~-r 
depicted in Eumenides.t A more hopeful note is sounde d in Miser~~~ 
and in Terror~ in his idea that war, terrible as it is, can be 
endured as long as hate does not kill love. IO In Freedom he 
takes a more cynical attitude, that freedom is passing through 
hate to indifference. 
His standards for life are basically the usual thing but origin~ 
ally treated. Of course his idea of the "dialogue life" 11 should 
Poems of Richard Aldington 1. J.B2; 2. p.l64; 3. p.l32; 4. P• 
. ' 265; 5. p. 267; 6. p.l03; 7. p.B3; 8. p.l73; 9. p.B?; 9. p. 119 
10 .. p.l9.l; 11. p.327; 1:1 .• , .1a1. I 
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I e i'irst, "The true tragedy is that of utter loneliness. "' 
r d as you might expect of a man who places so much emphasis 
ove, he scorns material wealth. In 'ilhe Fool i' 
•t &. e wr1 es: 
"Praise and a crown of glory to the race 
Which first shall say: "We have enough, 
Bread, olives, meat, a little wine, 
Rough wool dyed purple for our robes; 
Now let us live like emen." 
lAnd in Meditation are these lines:?> 
I 
"Too impatient of lies to cajole 
the Forest 
Even my scanty pittance from the money-vultures.'' 
on 
, e emphasizes truth though he feels the search doubtful of 
chievement. This is best expressed in At a Gate by the Way.~ 
~n Truth: again, he treats truth as Satan in disguise, whom he 
enounces for "happy Falsehood" . In A Dream in the Luxembourg 
e takes up truth as revealed in character, "she is brave and f1• : 
b !frank and honest and herself." How like Aldington' s own char-
l cter as he reveals it. But the best of all examples is this / 
"I am true to my try:th, I have not faltered;" 
rom truth it is but a step to harmony or it seems to me better 
called integration of self; the illustration is again from Th e 
~ Fool i~ the Forest: 
"iVhat was I thinking ? 0 yes, harmony. 
That's our problem-- make a synthesis, 
Reconcile the Conjuror with Mezzetin 
I 1Poems of Richard Al dington 1. p. 32?; 2. p . 245; 3. p.l65; 4. p 1 
r B7; 5. p.l98; 6. p.297; 7. p. 182; s . p.243. 
5? 
Make Mezzetin sing poems instead of nonsense 
And make the Conjuror love art and gaiety;" 
But before he has finished the poem he is dwelling on the im-
possibility of such integration of self:1 
" Iknow you thought you could reconcile us, 
But you can't; you 've got to choose; 
One of us you can keep 
Or you can send us both away . " 
In Eumenides~he is questioning his place in the universe. The 
nearest he comes to an answer to either of these two problems 
is in A Place of Young Pines ;?J thert.he indicates that for the 
moment he knows both self-integration and identifivation with 
the universe. 
An ideal revealed late in his poems is justice, which we find 
especially in To One Dead4and To Eric Remargue ! 
For all these he has not entirely rid himself of the bitterness 
that is first shown in Childhood~ again in many war-poems , and 
later in A Dream in t he Luxembourg: ~ 
"Then I knew the bitterness and the drabness of the 
real, 
And all the bitterness I have tried to quell 
Went wh irling over me like a wi ld sea, 
And I thought of all the old unhappy thing s 
ffil ich I had quite f orgotten in my dream." 
To ~ric Remarque'ends in a different tone with all causes of 
Poems of Richard Aldington 1. p.260; 2. p .l73; 3 . p . 359; 4. p . 
362; 5. p. 369 ; 6 . p . 48; 7. p.315 
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bitterness~ ended with "Fight on." 
A pleasanter side is the development of his attitude toward 
humanity. It is the development of sharp-cut abhorrence and c c ::::i: E 
scorn, as found in In the Tube: Cinema Exit; and A Rhapsody in 
"} lovtt 
a Third-Class Carriage, or the definxte passionate~for some 
individual, as in Prelude~into a beginning at least of sym-
pathetic understanding and fellowship, as in Le Maudit~and 
Two Epitaphs~ 2and the consequent ideal of service and respon-
sibility, as in A Palace Garden.1 True he satirizes this in 
The Fool i' the Forest,~ "Up I leap, a loyal English husband." 
Death he takes an unusual attitude toward, speaking of it as 
a lover in Choricos~ The Lover,\!land The Fool i' the Forest: II 
"And the gods who loved me sent me Death; 
Many months I walked beside her, 
Often tempted by her sweet embraces, 
Often knowing that a step would make me 
Once again that splendid towering flame. 
Yes, the gods were king, but I was cowardly. 
Thrice Death clutched me, thrice my will repelled her 
Then the gods abandoned me.n 
Even more interesting are his ideas o~ immortality. 
his attitude is tha t this life is all, as in Prayer:" 
At ~irst 
Then 
comes the thought tha t love lives on, as in Reverief in the 
same poem he gives his conception of heaven, the only time I 
recall his expressing it. His next step is that of the stream 
Poems of Ri chard Aldington, 1. p.39; 2. p . 41 ; 3. p.89; 4 . p .l39 ; 
5. p.l76; 6. p.ll5; 7. p .l83; s. p.274; 9 . p.4; 10. p .78 ; 11. ] · 
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of life going on through eternity, as rathef too naturalistica l 
ly he portrays it in Bones. ' Endur ance of thought and longing 
for assurance of an after life is strongly brought out in 
lvie di tat ion. -a. That men live on in their children, either human 
or literary, is the thought in the Sophistry of Duration.3 In 
The Fool i' the Fores~'*he slips into denial: "Coming from noth!i:- ~'-'"~ 
ing, into no t hing goingn and again in the same poem: "Thank 
God there's no encore after the last curtain."' 
The recovery from this temporary doubt is in Short Poems V:~ 
"Infinite life-spaces, hitherto darkly 
Guarded by death-dragons;" 
and from Short Poems VII : " 
"the inner life consumes 
and life renews." 
Life Goes On~his final poem i n this edition, seems to reaffimm 
the idea, the belief should I say , in immortality i n at least 
the form of an unending life-stream i:r not in a heaven where 
individual identities are preserved~ 
His ideas of hell are rather original, certainly not orthodox. 
He pictures hell with bitter satire in The Fool i' the Forest, 
Se ction X ;~ or as a state of mind in Section XI; l~or dreary, as, 
"Sunk in apathy or shrinking at his memortes. 
That is Dante's 'maggiore dolore'." 
\?. 
or as " the icy whirlwind" . 
h th d f . L b . '~ . As for religion, e scorns or o ox ·orms, as 1n es 1a, 1n· 
Poems of Richard Aldington, 1. p.l?8; 2. p.l81; 3. p .210; 4. p. 
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' ~ . ,Childhood~ in Resentment, try1ng perhaps for a time to make 
buh£.f himself doubt. But never does he really get away from a,.Jn th p L,-~ 
, 
"not-me". If I may quSte again from All Men Are Enemies, we 
will have these two points in Aldington's own words. The 
hero, Tony, is speaking: "Why should I not use the word 'god' 
to mean all the not-me of this world, the thing which is so 
much greater than me and which I want to know and communicate 
with through all my senses.rr Later Tony says:q "That's what 
comes of being 'spiritual'. In the end you come to worship 
pain and misery and destruction and even disease. It's the 
opposite of that unwholesome spirituality I me an." 
But while he scorns, consciously or unconsciously, he reveals 
his desire for belief, especially in MeditationP and Proem.~ 
Sometimes doubt grows stronger, but it is only doubt, not un-
belief, as in Doubt~ Sometimes he flatly denies God and take~ 
refuge in gods, as in Childhood:~ 
"I don't believe in God. 
I do believe in avenging gods 
Who plague us f or sins we never sinned." 
In a satirical mood he denies even them:~ 
"They :play with loaded dice 
And when we find i~ out 
And draw upon them 
Lol They are not. 
Sometimes, going back to his interest in things Greek, he ex-
presses belief in the old gods: "The old gods are the most 
Poems of Ri chard Aldington, 1. p.48, 2. p . 12?; 3. p .l82 ; 4. p. 
69. 5. p.l25; 6. p.48; ? • p.251. 8. All Ivien Are Enemies, p. 434;• 
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living" 1 and 
"Accuse not the gods, the eternal powers. 
As of' old they remain, and are just." ~ 
Wh at can we do but agree with Hutchinson that the key to under-
standing Aldington is his belief in God,"the unknown in the 
I 
uni ve??se", but that we must allow him his own interpretation. 
ve have then a man with a thr eefold personality : the man with a i 
love cf. cla ssic beauty , so deep he forgets at times to be moderJ : 
the man with the passion for life i~ any of . its beautiful forms J 
seeing ugliness only as a foil for beauty, except in a few I 
moments wh en the influence of harsh realism and disillusionment I 
get the upper hand ; and t he man who s e maturity apparently is 
bringing a sense of the beauty of Christian ideals of service 
and responsibility. It will be interesting to watch his de-
velopment from now on. Will he return to his earlier scoffing 
or will he develop the ideal of huraan brotherhood that the war 
and the succeeding years seem to have taught him ? 
His poetry follows:C' the threefold division of his personali t • 
He is not great -- only good second-ra te -- but if he can keep 
to the greater philosophical development and to the best he h a s 
found in the i magist creed -- the concentration and the exact 
word -- it seems to me he has nosstbtlities greater than the 
actualities of this volume. 
Poems of Richard Aldington 1. p.343; 2. p .369. 
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' 
' 
Summary 
Aldington's life furnishes the following source materia l for 
his poems: knowledge of the classics from his university train 
ing , of English country from various places he has lived, of 
war through his own experience, of medieval literature from 
his career as a translator. 
His poetic ideals are sincerity , unconscious originality , un-
obstrusive technique. Poetry he holds has intellectual, sen-
suous, and emotional qualities in varying proportmons; and 
reverence and a sense of mystery. His poetry reveals love of 
classi c beauty, passion, and a tendency toward a larger philo- 1 
sophy. He hardly attains the standards , as they have stated 
them, of Wordsworth, Tennyson~ or Frost. Aldington has in 
common with the classic and neo-classic schools, vivid word~, 
e pigrammatic style, sharply contrasted ending~ With the 
romanticists he sha res interest in the faraway, some love of 
nature, a beginning of love of humanity, and interest in 
working out new verse forms. Aldington is a naturalistic 
realist rather one of the Wordsworthian type. He denies he 
is of the i magist school but he follows their credo whether 
he in~ends or not, his results being modified considerably by 
his Greek models. Theo critics fail to agree about his value,; 
some giving a high rating -- these seem to be mostl~ American 
and others saying "second-rate". 
We find Aldington universal in choice of subject; national in 
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his gloom, his 'carry-on' spirit, his hatred of demonstration ; 
un-English in his love of beauty. 
I 
. His poetry is obscure, whimsical, bitterly s a tirical. He I 
uses figures or. speech, refrains, contrast, very well and with l 
some originality . 1 
His literary philosophy rests on two basic beliefs: sincerity ) 
and a spontaneou s source of poetic material~ His philosophy 
. lovt--
of life is based on passionate" love of beauty, ha tred of war ; 
perhaps because of these he launches out into bitter satire 
against a world where they are not. He has the usual stan-
dards of the gentleman of truth and justice; and there is a 
dawning sense of understanding of suffering and fellowship , 
although he is inclined toward snobbishness. 
He views death as a lover, arr ives af ter long doubt at the 
conclusion life goes on, presents unusual but vivid pictures 
of hell. The desire for a religious belief is strong but 
his affirmation of it unorthodox in taat while he admits a 
God, he admits only the God of his own definition and never I 
Christ as a desirable model, though he seems to follow severa~ 
of Christ's principles. 
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Aldingt on, R1ohard 
Baum. Paul l F. 
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